
Safe.   Fair. Fun. 
  No injuries.

  proper distance.  
  Stop for fouls.
  Stop for injury.

  No disadvantages. 
  no hands: on players, on ball

  Smile and instruct.
  reinforce coachz instruction   - announce: “Corner 

Throw,” “Goal kick,” etc.
Also: 
Have Players Keep the Game going.
   Big Deal Whistle means STOP: @ Fouls or @ Injuries
   Quarter whistles mean STOP: 1 @breaks. 2 @Half. 3 @End
 - Water breaks are short.   - No whistles for out of play.
   But Blow Them for:    Game Start.  Start@Half.  @KickOffs.

Be sure basics are happening:
  2 teams   and    Direction of play.
  Goals scored and cheering.
  Coaches instruct  BUT  Parents cheer. 
  BallOut and ThrowIN, 
  Drop Ball @ Sudden Stops
  FREE Kick @ Fouls   - proper distance

ThrowIN basics:     - feet down     - ball from behind head 
@ Goal line:

  Corner throw for attackers
  Goal Kick for defenders
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Proper Distance 
Twice 

Width of Goal



U6 short sided guidelines

Field

Dimensions: 30 yards long, 15 yards wide (max).
Markings: Distinctive lines can be used but are not required. Field can be marked using 20
flat pro-cones to mark all four sides.
Goals: Maximum four feet high and six feet wide OR four tall cones, two each set six feet
apart.
Ball Size 3

Players: Three per team on field;; no goalkeepers. Five max on roster.
Only players should be allowed on the field, with the exception of a volunteer from each team who
will manage half of the game.

Duration of Game. Four five-minute periods. Half time break of 5–10 minutes.
The U-6 activity day consists of a 60-minute session: 35 minutes of technical development and
one 25-minute game. It is customary to have water available during the breaks and half,
oranges at the half, and snack after games.

Start of Play

The game should be started with a kick-off in the middle of the field.
The coaches determine which team starts the game with a coin flip and the opposing team
starts the second half.
Coaches will ensure that opponents are at least five yards from the spot of the kick.

Ball In & Out of Play. Ball in plays will be made by throw ins from the side line.

Fouls & Misconduct

To be assessed by coaches.
Direct free kick for all fouls, with the opponents five yards away from the ball.

Official. There is no need for fully qualified referees to manage U-6 games. The games are
intended to be an opportunity for the very youngest of our players to experience the fun of
playing. The barest of minimum rules are needed and should be applied with a generous
amount of flexibility. Let the players have the freedom to play with minimum interruption.
Parents should rotate one parent from one team for the first half with another parent refereeing
the second half from the other team. This is an opportunity for parents to get involved.
Assignment can be made as part of the snack schedule.


